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Open Minds and Open Hearts
Not even a pandemic can keep our donors down! They are coming up with
inventive ways to raise funds, including those highlighted below, despite
the limits COVID-19 has placed on us.
Great Start: New Virtual Event—The
July 11 inaugural walk/run event in Fort
Collins, CO, raised $2,600. Organizer
Amanda Yanik created the event to honor
her sister Cindy’s memory by raising funds
to advance research for those living with
pancreatic cancer.

moved online, to a “Fundraise Your Way”
event. Since they first began supporting the
Lustgarten Foundation, these dedicated
families have raised a combined total of
nearly $130,000.

A Meaningful Collaboration—We

PROGRESS

welcomed Immunovia—a company developing
a blood-based test for the early detection of
pancreatic cancer—as a walk sponsor in 2018.
Since then, Immunovia has provided support
for nearly 20 walks each year. Their devoted
sponsorship helps ensure the success of our
events.

A MESSAGE FROM

Kerri Kaplan, President & CEO

Matching Gift Challenge—Beginning

Dear Friend of the Lustgarten Foundation,
I’m happy to share uplifting—and reassuring—
news in this edition of Progress & Promise: The
Lustgarten Foundation is moving ahead with the
research initiatives we had planned, despite the
challenges of COVID-19, because pancreatic cancer
can’t wait, and neither can we.
While the pandemic has led us to transition
most of our fundraisers online, we have reason to
celebrate. Some of our most committed friends have
rallied in creative ways. They’ve organized virtual
events and raised urgently needed funds for our
groundbreaking research initiatives.
As a loyal supporter yourself, I believe you will be particularly
interested in this edition’s article about our new, multi-faceted approach
to addressing four of the most pressing challenges scientists face in
pancreatic cancer research.

Virtual Marathon—Sean Rosenberg joined

Compassion Every Step of the Way—
Despite having to cancel the annual
Richard W. Grabowski Golf Fundraiser,
the Grabowski family supported us by
participating in our first National Virtual
Walk on June 28. Likewise, the Debbie Open
Golf Tournament in honor of Debbie Flicker

We’re excited
to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of
the Long Island Walk! The event that
started it all remains our largest walk
and has raised more than $17 million
since 2001. Because of ongoing
safety concerns, this year’s walk is
going virtual—meaning participants
walk in their own neighborhoods on
the same day and time. Regardless
of where you live, join the celebration
at lustgarten.org/longislandwalk.
Local? Stay tuned for updates on a
possible “drive thru” event. Thank
you to Northwell Health, our
exclusive hospital sponsor.

Team Lustgarten for the TCS NYC Marathon
to support his dad—his hero—who is facing
pancreatic cancer. While this year’s race was
cancelled, Sean knows pancreatic cancer
isn’t taking the year off, and neither are the
researchers working to fight it. He switched to
the virtual marathon to continue his training
and fundraising. Join Sean on Sunday, Nov.
1 to provide #HOPEFromHome and fund
research. Contact Susanne Igneri at
signeri@lustgarten.org for more information.

Tobiloba Oni, PhD student

Join the conversation and follow us on social media! E D Q C
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Additionally, we’re moving promising laboratory research into
clinical studies with patients. We’ll be working with top medical
centers across the country to recruit patients with pancreatic
cancer in small—but vital—research studies, to guide future
research and treatment approaches.
I hope you’ll also feel inspired by Joe Arena and Dr. Tom D’Eletto,
who initially donated to the Lustgarten Foundation on behalf of
two friends with pancreatic cancer. Three years after their first gift,
they joined our Legacy of Hope—our planned giving society—to
make a lasting impact on future pancreatic cancer patients.
There is much good news to report today, even though we’ve
been hard hit by the cancellation of many of our fundraising events.
More than ever, we’re counting on you to help keep us on the
path of discovering earlier detection methods and newer, more
effective treatment options. u
With warm regards,

Kerri Kaplan
President & CEO

Creativity and Curiosity in Research

Current events have caused many of our fundraising events to be rescheduled,
cancelled or moved online. We depend on your continued participation to fund
critical research. For updated walk and event information, visit
lustgarten.org/lustgarten-walks-and-events-updates.
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May 12, our friends at The Dozen Dimes
Foundation generously matched every online
donation received for our virtual walks,
dollar for dollar—up to $100,000. We are
grateful for their support and for our loyal
contributors, who enabled us to double our
impact on research.

2019 Long Island Walk

PROMISE

Scientific research doesn’t have to be boring and difficult to
comprehend. In reality, it is positively thrilling—especially when
investigators make a huge difference in the lives of patients—like
those coping with pancreatic cancer.
To show this exciting side of science, we developed a new
blog post—Creativity and Curiosity in Research. Here, you can
read inspiring ways young researchers find the spark they need
to work in the demanding field of pancreatic cancer research.
For example, Tobiloba Oni, a PhD student working at Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, said:
“I was initially thinking of medicine, but when I got to
grad school, I wanted a more challenging field. And
pancreatic cancer is really challenging! A lot of scientists
think of themselves as people trying to solve problems
and to come up with creative solutions. With pancreatic
cancer you have to be even more creative.”
To read more, visit lustgarten.org/category/blog. u
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New Research Directions Aim to Accelerate Pace
of Discovery…from Laboratory to Bedside
While many things have changed during the COVID-19 pandemic, our
commitment to advance the most pioneering pancreatic cancer research
is as steadfast as ever. The Lustgarten Foundation remains devoted to
pushing the most innovative, forward-thinking science ahead and creating
a more hopeful future for every pancreatic cancer patient.
In fact, we have intensified our efforts
to ensure a robust and flourishing pipeline
of potential treatments with two new
initiatives—The 2020 TherapeuticsFocused Research Program and our Clinical
Accelerator Initiative, which are both
actively driving new therapies to the clinic.
Our objective is simple: Make rapid
discoveries and get them to patients in the
near future…not decades from now.

Translational
research
focuses on taking basic
scientific discoveries from
the laboratory and testing
them in patients in the clinic.

A Multi-faceted Approach
to Research
The goal of the Lustgarten Foundation’s
new therapeutics-focused grant program is
to improve pancreatic cancer research by
advancing the understanding of the disease’s
causes and progression and by identifying
new potential therapies. Grants will be
awarded to research focusing on one of the
following objectives:

u

Learn how the stroma—the supportive
tissue surrounding the pancreatic
tumor—may help protect tumors from the
immune system and resist therapies.

u

Understand and discover how to block
the inflammatory signals that can lead to
pancreatic cancer and other pancreatic
diseases in response to environmental
causes.

u

u

treatment; enable collaboration; and identify
novel therapeutic approaches and/or drug
targets. We look forward to updating you on
the grant recipients and their projects in a
future edition of Progress & Promise.

Reaching Patients in the Clinic
Clinical Accelerator Initiative
The Lustgarten Foundation has
established a Translational Advisory Group
(TAG) consisting of renowned experts to
identify the most innovative concepts and
potential therapeutic approaches for all

Translational Advisory Group:
Leaders in Clinical Science and Care
Members represent the following institutions:

Determine ways to stop tumor cell
growth by blocking the abnormal
metabolic pathways used by pancreatic
cancer cells.

u Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Prevent the spread—or metastasis—of
cancer by isolating metastatic triggers in
cancer cells and the stroma.

u Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Through this grant program, we hope
to stimulate research where our current
understanding limits pancreatic cancer

u Duke University
u Johns Hopkins
u Massachusetts General Hospital
u Northwell Health
u NYU Langone
u Oregon Health & Science University
u UC San Diego
u Yale University

Elizabeth Jaffee, M.D.
Deputy Director, The Sidney Kimmel
Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins

stages of pancreatic cancer and to accelerate
the testing of these new concepts. Led by our
Chief Medical Advisor, Elizabeth Jaffee, MD, of
Johns Hopkins, the TAG will guide the Clinical
Accelerator Initiative by identifying, reviewing
and developing the best translational projects
to impact patient care in the clinic.
“Based on the success of the Lustgarten
Foundation’s past research efforts, there are
now more opportunities than ever to test
new potential therapies in the clinic,” said Dr.
Jaffee. “The research that will be conducted
through the Clinical Accelerator Initiative will
offer patients and their families newfound
hope as we pursue life-changing discoveries.”
Our immediate goals for the Clinical
Accelerator Initiative are to set up new
clinical studies in a way that shortens the
time required to move from concept to study
launch and to develop smarter clinical trials
that generate as much data as possible and
improve patient outcomes.
The TAG is building a network of sites
to execute the proposed research in small
clinical trials of 10-20 patients each. These
science-driven studies could dramatically
inform research, enabling investigators to
quickly determine if patients are responding
to specific treatment approaches and why—
information that will help us to continually
improve our approach in clinical trials and
ultimately, clinical care. u

Making the World a Better Place
One Cause at a Time
For Joe Arena and spouse Dr. Tom D’Eletto,
giving back doesn’t just come naturally—it’s
in their DNA. Both from New York—and
modest backgrounds—Joe and Tom never
imagined they would be able to make a
difference to so many non-profits, including
the Lustgarten Foundation.
Joe enjoyed a long career as a trader
and investment banker on Wall Street,
while Tom, after graduating from medical
school, embarked on a rewarding career as a
pulmonary specialist in Westchester County,
NY, and then in the pharmaceutical industry.
Now retired, the couple splits time between
their homes in Rumson, NJ and Sarasota,

FL, where Tom serves on the board of CAN
Community Health—an organization focused
on caring for patients with HIV, hepatitis C
and other sexually transmitted diseases.
“Volunteering gives us a great sense of
satisfaction—it’s gratifying to know we can
touch other people’s lives,” said Joe.
Joe and Tom have a grasp of the
bigger picture and believe they have
a responsibility to help others. In the
early 1980s, their volunteerism and
giving focused on the AIDS crisis. At the
beginning, Joe volunteered on the hotlines
with GMHC, and also volunteered at a
local nursing home and at a small business
association in New Jersey.
When effective AIDS treatments finally
became available, they could see the bigger
picture of how today’s donations lead to
tomorrow’s treatments. Subsequently, they
began to look at smaller organizations they
felt were less well-known and less wellfunded but worthy of support. Fortunately,
we met their criteria—and the couple
recognized pancreatic cancer as a disease
requiring substantially more attention
and resources to help patients and their
families.
But there also was a more personal
reason for wanting to advance pancreatic
cancer research after two dear friends were
diagnosed with the disease. One friend
tragically has passed away but the other
friend has done well with treatment and is
living a full life cancer free.

Dr. Tom D’Eletto and Joe Arena

Naming the Lustgarten Foundation as a beneficiary in your will—as Joe and
Tom have done—is one way you can ensure that the pioneering research
you support today will continue well into the future. You may also consider
establishing a Donor-Advised Fund which can support the charitable
organizations you care about.
For more information about planned giving opportunities, contact Stephanie
DerGarabedian at stephanied@lustgarten.org or 516.737.1521. u
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“The Lustgarten Foundation is
making so much progress in
addressing how to diagnose
and treat pancreatic cancer,
and we’re honored to play a
role in making sure critical
research continues. Knowing
100 percent of our donation
will be used for research has
been an important factor in
our decision to donate now
and later, through our estate.”
– Tom and Joe, Lustgarten Foundation
Legacy of Hope donors

As a physician, Tom knows most patients
are diagnosed with pancreatic cancer after
it has advanced and is difficult to treat. This
is why Tom and Joe have been Lustgarten
Foundation donors for the past three years.
It is also why they recently included the
Lustgarten Foundation as one of several
charitable organizations in their will
designated to receive legacy funding.
Joe and Tom know their donation is
being used wisely, with 100 percent of
funds directed to finding a cure. They
also appreciate learning about our
groundbreaking initiatives, like funding
basic research in the lab and supporting
clinical research with patients. Last year,
they attended a Lustgarten-sponsored
gathering in New York City where our Chief
Scientist, Dr. David Tuveson, spoke about
the importance of research.
By naming us in their will and joining our
Legacy of Hope, Joe and Tom are making
a direct and lasting impact on pancreatic
cancer—not just in honor of their friends—but
on behalf of everyone fighting this disease. u
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